More Pun Quiz cryptic misdefinitions. In parenthesis are the letters in the answer; (2|7) is a charade, a nine letter word that splits into a two plus five letter pun. My answers are out back.

1. the extremely unpleasant job of restoring power after a blackout (2/7)
2. A clever snake, but it can’t go far without panting for breath. (4 5) ———
3. the pleasure principle of a sadistic murderer or of a prude (4|3)
4. Mother Nature’s cavalier attitude toward trees (4 4 3 5 4.)
5. (a) think about something; (b) think about nothing (8)
6. a greenie who refuses to own a car (pejorative) (10)
7. dancing in the streets, literally and violently (5|5)
8. typical airline schedule and the aftereffect (3 3)
9. rump steak (misleading double pun pair) (3 5)
10. almost instantaneous reconsideration (6 7)
11. off-and-on indigestion due to H2SO4 (8 4) ———
12. an uncompromising tongue twister (4 4)
13. a bathwater pollutant—throw it out! (4)
14. imported (pun or contrivance) (3-7)
15. Obama slogan or Bush toilet (3 2)
16. use anagrams to dissimulate (5 5)
17. masturbating with a pickle (7)
18. second to none (4 2 7)
19. battle over pay (4 3)
20. marriage on the rocks (2 6)
21. of a toothless apprentice (2|8)
22. lengthen an oblong clockwise (7) ———
23. as happy as a jumping bovine (4 3 4)
24. unearthly action (two answers, both 6)
25. a quickie, but only now and then (3 3 2)
26. an out-of-control “hallo!” telegram (3|4)
27. prospector’s thrill at finding a nugget (4 4)
28. sell fake beef from the glue factory (4 1 4 5)
29. trading-stock you only imagine you have? (6|3)
30. hilariously dividing the team into two halves (4-9)
31. petty bargain, being more of a prick than most (4|2)
32. my song when you stuff me into a crate to mail (3 4 2)
33. jungle drum rhythms that never get to the point (7 6 3 4)
34. still a pretty long walk after the seventeenth hole (1 4|3 2 2) ———
35. feeling like Schrödinger’s cat (Did cures kill the cat?) (4-4)
36. a totally broke population of card-carrying consumers (4|4 7)